Introduction
Most methods currently advanced for assessing differential expression in SAGE address the case where one library is contrasted with another, assuming a null hypothesis that there is no difference between the libraries being compared. Under this assumption, the chance of a single tag falling in one library or the other is roughly proportional to the library size. Differing approximations lead to modelling this behavior with binomial (Zhang et al., 1997) or Poisson distributions (Madden et al., 1997) , normal approximations (Madden et al., 1997; Kal et al., 1999; Michiels et al., 1999; Man et al., 2000) or simulations involving permutation tests (Zhang et al., 1997) . Bayesian approaches have been suggested by Audic and Claverie (1997) , and by Chen et al. (1998) (the latter method was adapted by Lal et al. (1999) to accommodate unequal library sizes). Of these, the simulation approach of Zhang et al. (1997) and the Bayesian approach of Lal et al. (1999) (see also Lash et al. (2000) ) are probably the most widely used, due to their implementation in easily accessible software (the SAGE 2000 software available from the Kinzler lab at Johns Hopkins, and the routine implemented in SAGEmap at the NCBI, respectively). As noted in the comparison conducted by Man et al. (2000) on several of the above methods, however, very similar results are obtained when the numbers of tags are large (> 20) ; the authors contend that a normal approximation (Kal et al., 1999) or equivalently a chi-squared test has more power for detecting differences when the numbers of tags are small (< 15) . The validity of small tag comparisons is, however, questionable due to the presence of sequencing errors (Stollberg et al., 2000) though this may be somewhat ameliorated if there is some external measure of quality for the read, such as a phred score (Margulies and Innis, 2000; Margulies et al., 2001; Ewing et al., 1998) . We note that the statistic suggested by Kal et al. (1999) is
where the two library sizes are N A and N B and the two counts are X A and X B , respectively; the statistic we propose below will have a similar form. When the number of libraries involved is more than two, so that there are two groups of libraries being compared, the most common approach is to reduce the number of effective libraries to two by pooling the libraries of like type, and reverting to the two-library comparison form. This is not universal, and cautionary statements have been made. Lash et al. (2000) recommend checking for a low coefficient of variation before applying the SAGEmap procedure to grouped libraries. Ryu et al. (2002) use a series of filters to deal with groups of pancreatic libraries, the first of which is a two-sample t-test applied to the proportions.
These pooling approaches do catch differences, but they can overstate the significance of the results by ignoring the role of normal variation in expression levels between like samples. As an example, we consider the case of a single prevalent tag in eight breast libraries that have been assembled in the Aldaz laboratory. This tag, AGGTCAGGAG, has multiple matches and hence is not immediately biologically informative, but it will serve to illustrate the point. All of these libraries are derived from breast tumors; the first five are from patients found to be lymph node positive (LN+), and the remaining three from patients found to be lymph node negative (LN-). The tag counts and proportions in the various libraries are given in Table 1 . If we combine the five LN+ libraries and three Table 1 here. LN-libraries and compare the resulting tag proportions, we are comparing 434/404105 to 799/284968, for which the χ 2 1 value (Michiels et al., 1999; Man et al., 2000) is 279.9752; the 95% cutoff for this distribution is 3.84, so this is obviously a "significant" result. The equivalence of the above tests noted by Man et al. (2000) for high count tags means that the other tests will catch the same genes. Checking the sign of the test statistic proposed by Kal et al. (1999) suggests that this tag is more strongly expressed in LN-tumors. However, if we follow Ryu et al. (2002) and compare the 7 proportions using a two-sample t-test,
with p A being the average of the 5 proportions in group A, V A being the sample variance of these 5 proportions, and p B and V B likewise defined, we get a test statistic value of -1.3174. The 95% cutoffs for a t 6 distribution are ±2.4469, so this is a decidedly "insignificant" result. While the mean proportion is higher for the LN-tumors, this is mostly being driven by results from a single library (10T) so that the variability within the LN-group is high. The first approach fails to take into account the variability between like libraries, shown in Figure 1 , which the t-test correctly captures. Figure 1 here Shifting between test types (χ 2 and two-sample t) gives a different view of which tags are important, as can be seen in Figure 2 (a) where the values of the two tests are plotted against each other for the high-count tags (tags with total counts of 40 or more when summed over all 8 libraries). Some of the most extreme χ 2 values correspond to t-values Figure 2 here of marginal significance and vice-versa. If the two tests were in accord, we would expect to see a rough "U-shape" when the points were plotted -large χ 2 values matched to large t-values of either sign. As the extreme range of the χ 2 values makes some of the structure more difficult to discern, we restricted the range of display in Figure 2 (b); here the general U-shape (and deviations from it) are more apparent. Even here, though, the U-shape is more compressed than we might expect. Most of the tags being flagged as significant by the χ 2 test (values > 5) are not significant according to the t-test (absolute values < 2).
Between-library variability within a group can often be as large in magnitude as the within-library variability due to sampling. While the two-sample t-statistic applied to the different normalized library proportions illustrates the problem, it is too crude a tool to provide a solution in and of itself: it weights the proportions from all libraries equally, even though the estimates from larger libraries are less variable, and it is possible for the sample variance of the normalized proportions to be less than the known within-library variation. This can result in inappropriately large t values as the denominator of the test statistic goes to zero. (Most such cases occur when the total tag count is low, so these are not apparent in Figure 2 due to our filtering.) In effect, the t-test is going to the opposite extreme and focusing on the between-library variability at the expense of the within-library variability.
In order to properly capture both types of variation, a compromise is needed. We introduce a beta-binomial model that includes both types of variation in a hierarchical fashion: The proportion of a gene within a library is selected from an underlying beta distribution representing the normal between library variation, and the count within that library is binomial with the chosen proportion as a parameter. Depending on the parameters of the beta model, this leads to estimates for the group proportions and associated variances that weight the different library proportions using values intermediate between equal weighting (all variation is between libraries) and weighting proportional to the library size (all variation is within libraries).
Methods
For the sake of notational simplicity, we will focus on the case of modeling the counts of a specific tag within the first group. Let n i denote the total tag count in library i of this group, and let p i denote the true proportion of the tag of interest within library i. Finally, let X i denote the corresponding count for the tag of interest. For the first part of our model, we assume that the true proportions may vary from library to library. A standard distribution for proportions is the beta distribution, and we shall assume this here. The particular distribution used doesn't matter a great deal. The main point is that the distribution is not necessarily degenerate: it can have a positive variance. We'll be focusing on the first two moments of the various distributions throughout, both for computational simplicity and out of an intent to invoke the central limit theorem to get an approximately normal test statistic. Here,
.
The second part of our model says that given the true proportion in a sample, the corresponding count will have a binomial distribution with the true proportion as a parameter:
Some straightforward algebra (details available from the author) shows that the unconditional mean and variance (integrating out the unseen true proportions p i ) of the estimated
There are two components to the variance of the proportionp i (in square brackets above), and only one of them (the within library variation) decreases as the library size is increased. Now, given that we know the variance of a single proportion, we turn to the mean and variance of a weighted linear combination of proportions to see how to combine the results from different libraries.
As long as the weights sum to 1, the combination has the correct mean, so the focus shifts to choosing the weights so as to minimize the associated variance. This optimal combination can be found in a fairly straightforward fashion using Lagrange multipliers:
At this point, we note that the optimal choice of weights is determined by a single relationship -the size of α + β relative to n i . If we consider the extremes of this type of arrangement, letting α + β go to ∞ implies both that the distribution of the p i 's is degenerate, so that there is no change in the true proportion going from sample to sample, and that in this case the optimal weighting is proportional to the library size. If, on the other hand, the sum α + β is very small relative to the n i values, then the imprecision in our knowledge of the proportion in a given library is dwarfed by the imprecision due to library to library variability, and the optimal weights are roughly the same for all libraries. Thus, weighting by library size and weighting equally represent the two extremes, and the true optimum lies somewhere in between. Note that the optimum weighting may be different for different tags even if the same libraries are used! Now, the form of the weighting vector gives us the estimated proportion for the group asp = w ipi .
Using the fact that the form of an expected squared proportion is
it can be shown that an unbiased estimator of the variance of this proportion iŝ
When all of the w i 's are equal, this reduces to the standard unbiased estimator. This variance estimate is mostly right, but it can be too small -we know that the variance can never be less than the sampling variability. This lower bound follows from in turn from the assumptions that the libraries are assembled independently, and that sampling within a library is also independent. These assumptions strike us as reasonable, and we make them here. Allowing for this lower bound suggests the modified estimator
There are slightly different lower bounds that could be constructed, but they all have the same leading term, X i /( n i ) 2 . We revisit this point below.
In order to come up with a concrete number for a test statistic, we need to estimate the beta parameters. This can be done quickly using the method of moments, applied to the unweighted sample proportions; this procedure can then be iterated as the weights provide revised estimates of the parameters. Consider the case of the LN+ proportions in the example given earlier.
ip i = 0.00107 (The expressions forβ andα were found by manipulating equations 1 and 2 to isolate the parameters as functions of the moments.) Empirically, convergence is quite rapid, as is shown for this example in Table 2 . Table 2 here. Here, the size of the sum of the beta parameters (about 3K) relative to the library sizes (about 100K) suggests that the between-library variability is roughly 30 times the within-library variability. Special note needs to be made of the case where the method of moments fails: When the variability of the sample proportions is less than that known to be present due to sampling variability. In this case, it is instructive to look at the likelihood function. The likelihood function shows a ridge; the ratio α/(α + β) (corresponding to the mean proportion) is well characterized, but the sum α + β diverges to ∞ if we attempt to find a maximum. In this case, the underlying maximum likelihood beta distribution is a degenerate point mass, suggesting that the proper course of action is to ignore the between library variability and work just with the within library variability. This is precisely when we shift between different estimates of variance above; consequently the estimates do not become more precise (the variance doesn't drop below our working floor) as we attempt to account for additional variability.
The test statistic that we propose for comparing groups A and B, then, is
withp andV as defined above. For testing significance, it is useful to be able to specify the null distribution of a test statistic. This is somewhat difficult here in that the distribution of the above statistic depends on the relative sizes of the between and within variation. If the within-library variation is predominant, then the shape of the distribution is largely driven by the total counts within each group, and if these counts are reasonable (say 15 or more in each group) then the binomial distribution will be roughly normal and a Z distribution can be used. This follows from an appeal to the central limit theorem, the rough bell-shape of the binomial distribution, and the fact that the degrees of freedom used for estimating this component of the variation are very close to the total number of counts.
Small counts in each group should force us to account for the asymmetric nature of the underlying distribution more directly, and in this region a test such as that proposed by Audic and Claverie (1997) seems reasonable. If, however, the between-library variation is dominant, then the dominant effect in many cases will be the small number of different libraries used to estimate this variance; in this case we are driven to a t distribution with n A + n B − 2 degrees of freedom.
Discussion
Between-library variability is nonneglible for SAGE data. Indeed, for the higher count data, the between-library variability is the dominant part of the variation. We can see this for the LN+ group, by plotting the total (between + within) library variability as a multiple of the within library variability, with both quantities on the log 2 scale to make the structure more apparent. This is shown in Figure 3 . The between-library variance is Figure 3 here. about the same size as the within-library variance at about a total count of 16; for the high count tags the between variance clearly wins. The worst case involves a ratio of nearly 2 9.8 or roughly 900-fold. Similar qualitative results hold for the LN-group (not shown). The final distribution of the test statistic values comparing LN+ and LN-is shown in Figure 4 , with the counts log 2 -transformed to make the structure more apparent. The distribution Figure 4 here. appears largely stable as a function of tag count, so larger counts are not getting "more significant" just by default. The most extreme count tags (including our example tag) no longer appear as significantly different. There is some granularity at the low counts where the Normal approximation is breaking down.
We have proposed a method that accounts for between-library variability in addition to the within-library variability already well-treated by previous methods; indeed, our method reduces to that of Kal et al. (1999) in the special case when between-library variability can be neglected. Unlike the t-test, our method explicitly incorporates differences in library sizes when dealing with multiple proportions (note that one of our libraries is much smaller than the rest). There are, however, some additional points to note.
Our approach works one tag at a time. It may be possible to improve inference further by working with an ensemble approach that attempts to estimate parameters for all of the genes at once. This is the potential of "borrowing strength" across genes to improve estimates throughout. Such borrowing has been used to good effect in estimating variances associated with microarray readings (see Baggerly et al. (2001) , Newton et al. (2001) , and Hughes et al. (2000) , among others). In the microarray context, this borrowing was achieved by grouping genes according to intensity. Likewise, SAGE tags could be grouped according to relative abundance and estimation of the between-library variation assessed for the group.
Our approach uses a beta-binomial model. Other models are of course possible. A natural alternative is the gamma-Poisson model, with
where k i is a rate parameter that adjusts for the differences in library sizes; if we were defining counts in terms of observations per 50K tags, and we had 3 libraries of sizes 10K, 40K, and 100K, the k i 's would be 0.2, 0.8, and 2 respectively. Checking the moments,
so again the variance has two components, only one of which changes with library size. A similar weighting process ensues and the results are qualitatively similar. Quantitatively, the lower bound for the variance (when scaled) reduces to the leading term for the betabinomial variance found earlier.
Our approach dodges the small-variance problem by reverting to using just the sampling variance when the other estimate gives a value that is too small on its face. It is possible to treat this in a more rigorous and coherent fashion using a full-blown Bayesian approach that addresses the uncertainty in our estimates of α and β by simulating draws from the posterior distribution (see Gelman et al. (1995) p.130ff for a discussion of how this might be done here). This approach, however, requires the additional specification of a prior and significant computational overhead (several orders of magnitude beyond that required here). An additional complexity is that a completely noninformative prior can lead to an improper posterior in this context. For genes of particular interest, the freely available BUGS software may be able to provide this type of approach without the need for much coding on the user's part. We are exploring this.
The special case where each group contains just one library can be treated by setting the weight w 1 to 1 in each group. As the within-group variance is smaller than the sampling variability, this would default to using the sampling variability only. This weighting approach suggests a difficulty with one vs. one comparisons if the between-library variability is suspected to be large. When we have just one library in each group, the degrees of freedom in our t-statistic formulation drop to zero, reflecting the fact that any differences we see could be due to either the biological change of interest or to normal variability, but we can't tell which without an assessment of this variation. Useful inferences in this case rely on prior assumptions about the scale of change to be expected or on implicitly borrowing strength across genes by looking at which ones are "the most different". This in turn treats the experimental results as supplying a ranking of interest rather than a straight significance value. This ranking viewpoint is reasonable in light of the multiple testing problems inherent in checking thousands of genes.
Finally, our approach treats all of the libraries within a group as similar enough that the observed variation can be described as "normal variation within the population of interest". There may be additional known covariates that could account for much of this if they were included in modeling the data, but this leads to a more involved assessment of the variance structure, with pieces going to each of these included factors. Our approach provides perhaps the simplest way of incorporating between-library variability from a host of sources, and with the variance bound we have imposed is inherently at least as conservative as other tests. The number of genes identified as differentially expressed will drop using this method, but the false positive rate will drop at least as much. The log 2 ratio of total (within plus between) variation to within variation as a function of log 2 of the total tag count for the LN+ group. The smooth line was fit by binning along the x-axis one unit at a time, taking the mean (x, y) point within that bin, and fitting a loess smooth with span 5 to the resultant 12 points. Note the line crosses 1 (between is equal to within) at about 4 on the x-axis, corresponding to a raw count of 16. For larger count tags, the between-library variation is clearly dominant, with the biggest multiple being about 2 9.8 , or roughly 900-fold. Unlike the χ 2 test, this test is not overly biased towards giving larger values to larger count tags. The distribution appears roughly uniform, with granularity creeping in at the low counts as the normal approximation fails.
